I am pretty sure all of us who are surrounded by people who are living in the midst of the socially Abrahamic religious cesspool, have at least one example of an evil, highly dysfunctional person, acting no better than an animal, that call themselves "humans" as if it were some sort of joke to be a human.

I see people commonly talk of the "Evil Satanists" but the reality is, where are all the so called "Evil Satanists"? In a movie maybe? Not even there? In a cartoon? In a video game? Has anyone met all these negative and deadly people that are purported to be Satanists? If so, how many are they? How many "Satans" have these people really met?

Because as far as reality is concerned, I am not seeing it. Christianity and Islam in particular are the religions of the dysfunctional, the murders, the super unrepentant criminals, the serial killers, the child molesters, and whatever else abomination have you in this world, many of which cannot even be named. How many of these are religious fellows to an Abrahamic? I guess probably all of them? Sort of like that.

All of these are registered as followers of the ultimate good, the ultimate moral, the ultimately powerful, who cannot even do jack shit to develop these people past the level of slime.

Even Atheists are of the least problematic in this category. It's almost as if the further close one is to the programs of the enemy, the more "Evil" and "Corrupted" one becomes, and the more one moves away from the hebrew sewer, it's as if the human spirit becomes calmer, more open minded, sane, and creative.

Evil, spite, lying about everything, ceaseless materialism which is 10 to 1 ratio for constant damnation, and people falling lower than dogs, everyone complains about in this world, all of this is native to the people who are believers in the programs of the enemy. The enemy teaches them to complain about ultimate good not existing, but do absolutely nothing in fear of being evil to make the equation a little better. This leads us with mathematical precision into the world where "evil" in the most disgusting fashions, reigns supreme, by promoting no application to justice.
Little do these idiots see that this world is created by whom? Themselves. And what are these people doing about themselves to actually make themselves stop being exactly like an animal? Nothing but short circuit and maintain the same things that turned them into slaves, botched entities, and lower than the lowest of animals in how they behave.

One cannot solve the problem of them being a total NPC and experiencing a total NPC level of mind, and total NPC consequences of being just a mere observer that complains with the repetitive programmed phrase of complaints about why stuff isn't better or making demands to its programmer to just make things better cause they suck. That is the life of the NPC and they will suck to all eternity. The NPC mentality is that of a permanent suffering by its very own definition.

The moment something or someone, sort of like us, tries to initiate into these people and spark their dead soul and mind, these people treat people like zombies. Any advanced Satanist knows how people react like NPC zombies when you say something that is related to Satan, or how you are given empty NPC looks from people when you may say things like or "but how can you still defend xianity when you see the hypocrisy and all the contradictions in its own very book?". Even simple things will get the borg really alarmed so it's better to just keep your silent with these subjects.

The moment the NPC is confronted with a hacker that comes to put some code that will actually bring him out of the NPC situation and give them self-thought, the NPC goes into a coma or something. And this is why with some NPC's it's better to give up, these people will be NPC's. Some people are however trapped into this mentality and there is actually a living person living behind the walls of endless mental programming, that longs to get out of this. As such to these people we are obligated to pass them the code for them to reprogram their own state.

The problem with being an NPC in general is that the state of being an NPC is highly contagious. Think of how many stupid people you have as friends who happily go down the slide of damnation because they think that this is easier than let's say making something better out of themselves. The more one is an NPC in this world, the better, this world says. It's reached levels where the amount of NPC that you are also decides your life in very basic way.

The whole world is created around turning people into literal NPC programs and kill the spark of humanity within the people living in what was once a civilization but now is only the land of the jewtrix. This somehow later becomes life. To die, has become life. The greatest extent of one's death, the better one fares in the colorless world of this day and age. The inversion of life values of old, to death
values of the hebrews, has manifested itself into a literal system, where the dead shall be the alive, and the alive shall be the dead.

How one breaks out of this is by going the way of life. People are told a lot that if you stop being an NPC and start using your mind this is a terrible mistake that will land you in a lot of trouble, but these people are in trouble already, they are internally dying more and more and have become zombies. They say a lie "that they are ignorant and therefore blissful" all while worms come out of their mouths and their souls are more dead than blackened death itself.

Let me tell you making yourself better is as easy as going down the slide of damnation, once you get the hang of it, it starts becoming easier and easier. And taking the hang of it isn't really a big deal. You just adjust to life as nature ordained you to be and you advance on your path. Little by little. The only reason some people experience blockages is that because unfortunately today we are living in an environment that forces people to become NPC characters.

As if this wasn't enough, they make their lives mission to advocate for the movements such as Abrahamic crap that have made this world as it is from the highest level, such as for Christianity, Islam, or even Judaism in the form of eternal ass kissing to the desert tribe that made sure humanity was greased directly into its mental and spiritual doom by making stupidity incarnated into a form of a "religion".

Of all the xians and muslims one knows, I am certain we all can agree, that 9 out of 10 of these people never benefitted spiritually from any of this in any way. The only benefits that the 1 in 10 experiences in their case, are only benefits that come from enslaving the other 9 people who are made victims. Think for example bosses in jobs where the workers are totally servile, or Vatican child rapists who enjoy the stupidity of slaves who see them sitting on a golden throne while they themselves are told that "You should keep your treasures for the afterlife".

Ironically, the enemy programs do pretend that they are all about the "Spirit", yet you see all their followers groveling for a nickel, slaying one another over a loaf of bread, killing their own brothers over a woman's ass, desecrating their whole Nation over some drugs and a couple shekels, and in general behave like total apes in everyway there is. Actually, this is the case because this is only to be expected when you have Abrahamic programs in your world.

For one, these programs are by definition designed to do the following:
1. Create a totally unrealistic and lying kosher pretext about everything spiritual, as thus creating total faithlessness into spirituality as a default mode of mind. After one finds its garbage, and sees the obvious lies and exaggerated statements, one just becomes an Atheist or a Nihilist if they have any self-honesty.

2. These programs are created based on slavery and turning people into slaves. The life and existence of a slavery-based existence turns better types of people mad, or into reckless morbid beasts.

3. Mentally and as far as the philosophy of these kosher viruses is concerned, it's all anti-life, and therefore, nobody can really affirm this ideology in their life without ending up dead in the sidewalk or as a slave.

4. These programs are based on outrageous lying and psychopathic rants, and the anti-natural beliefs, in total war and consistency with sanity, make anyone self-honest completely want to throw it all in the trash can.

When people come here, all of the above persists in the mind as a powerful sore and sickness, as if one has literally been blinded by a kosher surgeon. The mind and all spiritual senses, even senses of hope, are dulled completely. Even if one has not believed a lot in that kosher worthless crap, people are still mentally scarred and affected by these beliefs, as these are also deeply societally rooted.

Everyone, without exception, despite of where they came from this world, and from what prior background, has been affected by the same undertone of teachings of gloom and loom, slavery, retardation, unnatural teachings, and other strange modes of thinking that the jews implanted into our cultures, only to drive goyim literally insane.

These teachings go anywhere from pacifism, to strange fasts, to complete lack of notions of justice, hatred of nature, and other strange beliefs, which fill the mind with so much fog, that one is literally left a cripple in at least one part of their understanding about life. One has been living their lives fundamentally in a very anti-life way.

In Satanism this balance that I have been instating is a balance between your spiritual and material self. If you go one side or the other, you will not walk. Like two legs which are not in the proper motion, you cannot run with only one leg. You need both of your legs to run. One leg is your spiritual aspect and the other is your material.

Other "Religions" preach to cut one leg off, and hope for the best.
Even Atheism has a similar preaching, Atheism is in a sense the deification of empiricism, or going only by what one can see. You really cannot see a lot of things such as your own thoughts, but this doesn't invalidate these thoughts exist. Some jews have taken it as far as to claim we humans are cyborgs without a mental process, and that we are only NPC goyim. Fathers of this gross mentality were amongst others, the Kabbalistic Jew Spinoza, which preached to the goyim to forsake god and get into Atheism, but chanted his Torah while rocking back and forth at home. Sort of like the Pope and his Golden Throne preaching poverty values to some children down in Africa or some poor people from a suburb.

The reason you see people of the enemy religions being zealots, are many reasons. One reason for their zealotry is because they know it's a lie, but if this lie collapses, such as for example if one honestly reads the Bible, their mind will just collapse. Another reason is that we are designed by our very nature to be spiritual, and therefore "Godly" beings, and because we have a soul.

Even though the enemy clearly lies to the face of humanity, people still feel this need, and these fake religions are there are substitutes for these instincts. Ironically speaking, this instinct existed for the preservation of our Ancient Teachings, and not to protect zealotry, and this is why the enemy cleverly hit humanity below the belt by turning our spiritual systems into total Hebraic trash. They didn't overpower us in war, or try something else. They hit humanity on the most sensitive and most important aspect for our development, a blow to the very heart.

In Spiritual Satanism I have only observed the rest. 9,8 out of 10 people always somehow, even simply mentally, do benefit from Spiritual Satanism, in a very direct and profound life changing manner, in a very personal way. Even understanding as little as to void meditate, do power meditation, or clean your aura, or just throw the yoke of the enemy off your neck in a more psychological sense, has profound psychological healing on a person. And of course, this is only the most basic level which I am sure those who are far more advanced will consider very small.

The other 0,2 that doesn't really benefit, which definitely exists, I have found in half cases is because some of the scars mentioned above are too deep and requires time. For example, someone's logical mind is so shocked and so keen in disbelieving things, that they require a long time to mentally heal somehow to be able to advance spiritually. One in this case needs time.

Some people quit at this stage but may find themselves returning years later. IMHO, this is such a total waste of time, and they get to understand this also after
they face this fact. Huge waste of time to go full circle into the nothingness and lose time from what you could have been receiving. Those who have went through this loop and made it, by mastering our human shortcomings, such as impatience, or fear of failure, or being slaves to our doubts, give themselves rise as a beautiful sun, feeling only sad they didn’t shine earlier.

One of the people that was close to me many years ago, came to Satan and dedicated at the age of their 60’s. This is not the only case I have direct experience with of finding the Truth at this physical age. The mind clashed a lot with the new beliefs in the beginning, but they had the decency to press the button and erase all the things they had learned before. While they struggled in the first year to ingest both the newfound freedom, that spirituality actually exists, and draw themselves out of the cesspool of mental, spiritual, psychological, and overall damnation imposed by the enemy, this was difficult at first.

The very mind of a person at this age is set in their ways. That aside, if one wants to really break the chains, the age of our bodies is not an excuse, one can do it. 2 years later this person cleared house and one day they came up to me with the greatest and most genuine smile and told me, "Now I know what it means for the soul to be at peace. Thank you". This person had met the Gods and eventually achieved a level of mental clarity that would be commonplace, so in a sense this should be motivational to everyone who has this chance earlier. Their only wish was that they knew this 40 or so years later.

Others have been waiting all their life for this chance, they are living hopelessly in the jewish web trying to break out, but you HAVE this chance. So, make use of it right now and with no delays. For your own sake and your own benefit.

Part of this is why we as Satanists are obligated by Satan and at least those who really love Satan, we are bound by oath and spiritual law to Him to make the knowledge available and keep His people helped and the gates to our ancestral Pagan Gods open, even in this world which is largely an enemy cesspool for the time being.

What a Great Being that hides behind all this ceaseless hebrew slander, and what a shiny star lies behind the dark polluted sky of jewish blasphemies? Satan the Greatest.

Think of how many people dislike or look upon Satan with fear and terror. Why is this the case? Did they ever encounter this being behind the title or what? Did they have any experience? Did they speak to Satan or ever really associate with the consciousness that is behind this spiritual title ascribed to this entity?
What these people do which is a terrible mistake? They take kosher lies too seriously.

Those who are able to skip above this mountain of vain enemy obstacles, which are only parallel to nasty slum, in which one has lived their life terribly, if one shows enough courage to walk the path and climb the mountain, will find a very nice palace, and a very nice kingdom. How one enters this kingdom as everyone who has entered, knows for a fact, that one will be smelly and damaged, as one was only living in a slum. The beings there are good and they will not turn them away. One has never smelled fragrances before, so how one can explain to them a fragrance? All their nose knows was the nasty smell of the slum.

It takes some time to understand everything, some showering to understand cleanliness, or good food. If one has never had a shower the water on one’s self cannot be explained, nor the relief that comes with washing one’s self. The smell of fine cologne may not even pass through one’s nose which is clogged with trash.

Another thing that is going to happen is that coming from the garbage heap will think of asking, "HOW HAVING A FRESHLY CLEANED SKIN FEELS?". Perfectly normal, perfectly understandable, perfectly necessary. This is why Satan has created the Joy of Satan to address these questions as spiritual mission to help our kind and those who climb the upwards path.

But this question, "How having a freshly cleaned skin feels?". One can explain this to one verbally, sure. This cannot be explained in an experiential fashion as the mind of someone who has lived in the trash slum has no real correlation between what one tries to explain and the feeling itself. 10 spa experts can come and tell you how wonderful having a bath is, 10 doctors can come and tell you how good it will be for your health, 10 beauty experts can come to explain you how it will make you more beautiful.

How one answers that question? By just jumping into the shower.

And generally taking the actual necessary advice from the people above so you can have a better shower, a spa treatment, or whatever of this nature, is far more useful than just sitting all day and asking how it should be. Nobody becomes beefier by asking people on how to go to the gym and doing the mental aspect, you have to lifting. Advice has any meaning if it’s going to be put in action. And then when you step out and look into the mirror, this is when you can start relating to these people that advised you above and understanding for yourself what is going on. One then knows how being clean actually is.
One understands Spiritual Satanism by spiritual practice, aside with mental, physical, spiritual development. The whole package.

If you are a Man the only way you can understand the path of the Gods is by walking it.
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